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represents a challenge for photonic based sensing systems, due
to the fact that the majority of photonic sensors are passive, i.e.
they cannot be used as actuators. There are also other types of
damage that cannot be monitored using AEs, such as

Abstract-Distributed acoustic emission sensors are used in
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) for the detection of impacts
and/or strain, in real time. Secondary damage may result from
the initial impact or strain. This damage may include surface

pitting, erosion, or cracking. This type of damage may not be
detectable by the SHM system, specifically in passive fiber optic
based sensing systems. The integration of Non-Destructive
Evaluation (NDE) by robots into SHM enables the detection and
monitoring of a wider variety of damage. Communicating via
acoustic transmissions represents a wireless communications
method for use by NDE inspection robots to communicate with an
integrated SHM system that does not require any additional
hardware, as piezoelectric transducers are commonly used in the
NDE of materials.
In this paper, we demonstrate the detection of both acoustic
emissions and transmissions with a Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
sensor. The acoustic communications channel comprises of a
piezoelectric transmitter, an aluminum panel as the transmission
medium, and a FBG receiver. Phase Shift Keying was used to
encode the acoustic transmissions. Results for the frequency and
transient response of the channel are presented.

.

corrosion.

In advanced Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) systems,
robots have been proposed to carry out autonomous inspection

in aerospace vehicles [3]. Robotic based NDE represents a
method of overcoming the challenges of monitoring secondary
damage in SliM systems. Robotic agents can be used to

interrogate the structure together with the embedded sensors,
enabling the integrated system to detect and monitor a wider
range of measurands. Even if the structure has embedded
sensors for detecting damage, e.g. chemical sensors for
corrosion detection, the use of an autonomous inspection robot
will allow for a more detailed inspection of the damage,
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I. INTRODUCTION
use of Acoustic Emission (AE) sensors in aerospace

Sld system.

communications channel does not require the addition of any
hardware, as piezoelectric transducers are commonly used in
the NDE of materials. The implementation of acoustic
communications only requires the addition of relevant

1 vehicle Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has been
established in the literature [1], [2]. Distributed AE sensors
can be used for the real time detection and monitoring of
impacts and strain. However, secondary damage can result
from the initial impact or strain. Secondary damage can
include surface pitting, erosion, and cracking. This represents
a challenge to a SHM system based only on AE detection, as
these types of damage cannot be monitored by passive AE
sensing. Active devices can be incorporated and used to
interrogate the structure; however, this requires a more
complex system incorporating pattern recognition, or other
advanced signal processing tools, to detect the presence of
secondary damage. Secondary damage monitoring also
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In smart materials and structures, where sensors are
interfaced with embedded distributed electronics, the
information from the sensors needs to be moved from the point
of detection to the central processor or human interface. Both
wire [4] and wireless RF [5] systems have been proposed.
Communicating via acoustic transmissions [6] represents
wireless communications methods for use by autonomous
robots in the SHM of aerospace vehicles with embedded
distributed intelligence and sensing systems. An acoustic

software.

II. THEORY
A. Acoustic Emissions
AEs are stress waves that propagate through a material,
which can be generated internally by microcracks or inclusion
de-cohesion under external loading [6]. Rapid local stress
redistribution as a result of loading causes the material defects

1

to release elastic energy. The energy results from crack
growth, crack surface movement, or dislocations. AEs can also
be generated by phase transformation or melting. These
internal sources of AEs represent a passive as well as a static
method of damage detection. AE can also be generated by
external sources, specifically impacts, and actively generated
by actuators, such as piezoelectric transducers.

into an intensity change. This is achieved by simply choosing
the appropriate optical bias point. In Figure 1, showing the
reflectivity as a function of wavelength, there is an almost
linear region, centered about ko. This linearity occurs between
reflectivities of 20 to 80 percent. Using this region, a linear
intensity based optical fiber AE sensor can be realized. This
requires the use of a narrow linewidth laser source operating
about Bo and a photodetector to detect the reflected laser light.

B. Fiber Bragg Grating Acoustic Emission Sensor

C. Communications Theory
The digital communications method chosen for the acoustic
transmissions was phase shift keying (PSK), specifically
binary phase shift keying (BPSK). In PSK, the digital
information is encoded onto the carrier wave via a phase
modulation. The state of each bit of information is determined
according to the state of the preceding bit. If the phase of the
carrier wave does not change, then the logic level stays the
same. If the phase of the carrier wave changes by 180 degrees,
then the logic level changes, from zero to one, or from one to
zero.

A Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) is a spectrally reflective
component that uses the principle of Bragg reflection. The
grating is made up of alternating regions of high and low
refractive indices. The periodic grating acts as a filter,
reflecting a narrow wavelength range, centered about a peak
wavelength. This wavelength is known as the Bragg
wavelength, XB, and is given by,

AB= 2nA

(1)

where n is the average refractive index of the grating, and A is
the grating period. Any measurand that has the ability to affect
either the refractive index or the grating period can be
measured using an FBG as a sensor. Sensitivity specifically
applies to the grating period which is effectively a length
measurement. Hence, any quantity that varies a length, e.g.
temperature, pressure or strain, can be measured. Therefore the
change in the measurand corresponds to a change in the
reflected wavelength. The relative change in the Bragg
wavelength can be approximated as,

A2B - C_S + CTAT
AB

themrec

f(t) = Ao cos(2zflct + 0(t)).

(2)
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and,
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If the receiver knows fc, the phase of the received signal
can be determined. This is achieved by multiplying the signal,
(3), by a synchronous sine and cosine. This gives,

where Cs is the coefficient of strain, S, CT is the coefficient of
temperature, and AT is the change in temperature.
Methods for using FBGs as AE sensors have been outlined
in a number of references [8], [9], and [10]. In these FBG AE
sensors, the strain induced shift in the wavelength is converted
012

pefre byousing

PS signl is
Decoing
some
simple mathematics to retrieve
the phase information.
For an ideal carrier wave of frequencyfc, a PSK signal can be
described as,

[cos(44ct

+

0(t))+ cos(5(t))].

(5)

These two components are called the in-phase (1) and
1 lquadrature (Q) components. This results in the generation of
and low frequency components of I and Q, where the low
frequency component is the sine or cosine of the time
phase. Using a low pass filter, high frequency
~~~~~components are removed leaving only the phase components,
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Fig. 1. The relevant parameters for a FBG AE sensor, shown on a reflectivity
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The filter used was a raised cosine filter [11]. The decoding
were implemented in MatlabTM
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III.

A. Determining the FBGs Operating Point
The experimental setup for determining the operating point
of the FBG sensor is show in Figure 2. A broadband Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (ASE) light source was used as the
input to the FBG. The Optical Spectrum Analyzer (GSA) was
then used to measure the relevant wavelengths. The output of
the tunable laser source was also measured using the OSA.
Note the use of a circulator rather than the conventional
coupler. The circulator was used to ensure isolation between
the relevant optical paths.
B. Experimental Setup for Acoustic Transmissions
The experimental setup used for the acoustic transmissions
is shown in Figure 3. The setup consists of several layers;
* a PZT (lead zirconate titanate) transducer as the
transmitter (2.1 millimeters thick, 10 millimeters radius),
* a coupling medium,
* the material to be communicated through, specifically an
aluminum panel (1.5 millimeters thick), and
* the FBG receiver.
The FBG receiver includes a tunable laser, circulator, and
photodetector. Two coupling methods were used for the FBG.
One FBG was bonded to an aluminum panel; the second was
coupled to the aluminum panel with acoustic coupling gel. An
amplifier was not used on the input to the PZT transmitter or
the output from the photodetector, nor was an optical amplifier
used.
..........

Fig. 2. Optical circuit used to characterize FBG and determine the operating
point of the sensor.

and,

h(t) = A cos(5(t)).

(7)
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Then by taking the arctan of I on Q, the time dependent phase
information is recovered,

y(t) =arctan

Ig(t)

t h(t))

(sin(0(t)))

sin(l(t))
= arctan(tan(i(t)))
=

arctan

=

0(t).

(8)

cos(O(t))
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device via the computer interface. Waveforms using a square
wave carrier were generated with data rates at 1/400, 1/200,
1/100, and 1/50 times the carrier wave frequency.
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IV. RESULTS

FBG

XX

All of the results presented use the FBG coupled to the
aluminum panel with acoustic coupling gel.
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Figure 4 shows the spectral response of the OSA, FBG, and
tunable laser set to the operating point. The location of the
peak corresponds to a value below the linear region of the
F
FBGs spzectral respzonse, this iS due to the linewidth of the
tunable laser being too broad, and hence, a lower value had to
be used.
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Fig. 4. The spectral response of the FBG, ASE, and the tunable laser
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C. Acoustic Emissions
AEs were generated to determine if the FBG could be used
for their detection. AEs were generated via a pencil lead break
test, located 100 millimeters away from, and along the optical
axis of, the FBG. AEs were also generated by drop tests, using
a nut (0.7 grams) and a bolt (3.7 grams), the specimens were
dropped from a height of 300 millimeters, directly over the
FBG. For the acoustic emissions tests, the PZT transmitter and
the function generator shown in Figure 3 were not required.

B. Channel Response
The frequency response of the FBG is shown in Figure 5.
Since bit rate is related to the bandwidth, using the broadest
peak would, in theory, give the highest bit rate for
transmissions. Although the broadest peak is clearly located at
1008.1 kilohertz, the 630.6 kilohertz peak was selected due to
the improved signal to noise ratio, which is significant for
communications signals.
The transient response at 630 kilohertz is show in Figure 6.
The transient response time was 240 microseconds,
corresponding to 150 cycles.

D. Acoustic Transmissions
The frequency response of the acoustic transmission channel
was measured using a continuous sine wave at maximum
voltage, 10 Volts peak. The frequency was then varied from
100 kilohertz to 2 megahertz recording the received amplitude
at every kilohertz.
The transient response of the acoustic transmissions channel
was measured using a sine wave burst, again at maximum
voltage. The burst count was increase from 1 to the number
required for maximum amplitude to be reached, hence,
representing the onset of steady state.
the

C. Acoustic Emissions
The results of the drop tests are shown in Figure 7, and the
pencil break test result is show in Figure 8. The drop tests
results are shown on a 1 millisecond per division scale, and the
lead pencil break test is show on a 100 microsecond per
division scale. The voltage scales vary between all the images.
D. Acoustic Transmissions
As a result of the frequency response, communications
signals were generated using a carrier wave frequency of 630
kilohertz. The decoded acoustic communications signals are
shown in Figure 9. The first three signals successfully decoded
with no bit errors. The final signal did not decode successfully.

Thepresultsifrom
onsetofrteqy response.wereusedto

determine the carrier wave frequency for the acoustic
transmissions. The communications signals were generating in

Agilent's Waveform Editor software for the 33 120A arbitrary
waveform generator. The signals were then flashed to the
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Fig. 5. The frequency response of the communications channel, PZT-Al-FBG. The peaks (with frequencies above) occur with a separation of around 63 kHz.
Note, no signals were detected above 1.2MHz
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Fig. 6. Transient response of the acoustic transmission channel, 150 cycles at
630kHz.

V. DiscusSI.ON

The first observation of note was the fact that while allI

experiments were performed using both a FBG coupled to the
aluminum, and a FBG bonded to the panel, results were only
obtained for the coupled FBG The explanation for this may
have previously been suggested by Lee and Tsuda [13], who
reported the improved performance of FBG acoustic sensors,

Vp-p () not found

by using strain isolated FBG temperature sensors. The bonded
FBG is encased in epoxy, which may make it less sensitive to
the small dynamic strain induced by the acoustic emissions and
transmissions. Future work is to be performed to confirm this

Fig. 7. Results for the drop test using the bolt (top), using the nut (bottom).

ability

to decompose the signal into the resonant frequency
'channels', enabling simple analog processing of the signal.
The signal could be filtered into its frequency components, and
the amplitudes of the individual frequency components could
be the features to be extracted and compared.
The achievable data rate for the acoustic transmissions, 6.3
kilobits per second for a carrier frequency of 630 kilohertz,
was lower than expected. The low bit rate is related to the long

hypothesis.
The frequency response of the communications channel may
present a problem if it represents the frequency response of the
FBG alone. This requires the use of different piezoelectric
transducers, specifically a broadband transducer to test the

response of the FBG alone,
The response of the FBG to the impact tests was promising.
There is a significant increase in signal amplitude from 20
millivolts in the bottom plot of Figure 7, to the 40 millivolts in
the top plot of Figure 7. This increase in received amplitude
corresponds to the increase in mass from the nut to the bolt.
The change in frequencies generated is also significant. This is
related to the impact interaction, as the nut was dropped so it
landed on its large flat surface, while the bolt landed on a
point. The sounds generated were audibly different. The bolt
generated a distinct signal which would correspond to the
frequency of approximately 3 kilohertz shown in the plot. The
sound generated by the nut was hard to characterize, the signal
is noisy, as more frequencies were generated. Future work will
look at signal processing methods for feature extraction to
characterize impacts.
The FBG was also sensitive enough to detect the AE from
the lead pencil break test. The signal is comprised oftwo main
frequencies. The low frequency component, which would
correspond to the audible crack ofthe pencil lead, is about 5 to

6 kilohertz.

MIi -i*04.

transient response time of the FBG receiver. This then leads to
the question of why the transient response of the FBG sensor is
so long. One limitation that needs to be addressed is the small
dimension of the aluminum panel used. The small area may
introduce edge reflections that interfere with the generated
signal. This will be addressed in future work to determine
additional information about the transient response, and how it
may be reduced. Suggestions include trying to embed the fiber
in soft set epoxy resin or silicone rubber to dampen its
vibration, while trying to maintain the response to the small
dynamic strain.
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The high frequency component IS more

interesting. The frequency is approximately 63 kilohertz,
which is the first resonant frequency show in the frequency
response, Figure 5. If Figure 5 is the frequency response of the
FBG sensors, then the sensor may intrinsically possess the
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Fig 8 Results for the pencil lead break test.
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VI. CONCLUSION

180

A FBG sensor has been used for the successful detection of
acoustic emissions and transmissions. The FBG sensor has
sufficient sensitivity to detect the M from a pencil break test.
Also, the ability of the sensor to detect AEs from drop tests
was demonstrated. The FBG AE sensor, that is to be used in a
distributed SlIM sensor network, was then used for the
detection of acoustic transmissions. Successful communication
was achieved via the acoustic transmissions. Using PSK and a
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carrier frequency of 630 kilohertz, a data rate of 6.3 kilobits
per second was demonstrated, and the phase diagram suggests
that up to 10 kilobits per second could be achievable. The data
rate is sufficient for the transfer of information such as
coordinates and thickness measurements from an NDE robot
to the distributed SliM system. Higher data rates, to transfer
more information, and possibly images, may be achievable
using higher carrier frequencies. This and the use of other
digital encoding methods will be the focus of future work on
acoustic communications.
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